draped on topography at zero clearance). The effect of source topography may be calculated; under this option, only topography higher than the lowest topographic point is considered.
TAPE AND PLOT SUBROUTINES
Because tape-handling and graphics features tend to be computer-specific, the portions of the programs which-handle these functions have been separated into separate subroutines. Users of computers other than the HP85 for which these programs were developed must write and substitute their own subroutines at these locations.
There are two plot subroutines. The first draws a picture of the input geometry in the lower 1/3 of the CRT screen. The profile fills the screen width, and vertical exaggeration is (nearly) 1:1. Thus portions of bodies will not be shown which extend beyond the ends of the profile or to depths greater than (approximately) 1/4 the profile length. The second subroutine plots calculated fields as x f s on an x-f(x) graph in the upper 2/3 of the screen. The user must input minimum and maximum field values (FMIN, FMAX) to scale the f(x)-axis. There is one tic mark per field point on the x-axis and a total of ten tic marks on the f(x) axis. The x-axis is placed at zero of the f(x) axis; if FMIN<0, no x-axis is drawn. If the user has input observed field values in response to the prompt near the beginning of the program, they are plotted as a continuous curve on the graph. The program makes no other use of these input observed field values. In order that successful models may be replotted on an auxiliary x-y plotter, with shading and labelling done separately depending on the application, no shading or labelling is done by the plot subroutines.
Subroutines are included to save models of interest on tape, such as those intended for final plots, 'or intermediate ones produced during a modelling run which is to be resumed later.
Tape storage is formatted to allow compatibility between all three gravity programs and all three magnetics programs. Thus the user may approximately model a given case using 2DGRAV, say, which is fastest; then store results on tape and resume modelling via one of the slower programs 2HD6RV or NEWGRV using the tape to input the parameters of the model.
(He could also use such a tape as input to 2DMA6, 2HDMA6 or NEWMAG to see what magnetic fields his model might generate. In this case, however, he must provide TO, SO, and 10 values to the program during a pause, and also use the "CHANGE SUSC?" option to replace density values stored in array K ( ) with corresponding susceptiblity values).
COMMENTS AND WARNINGS
1.
The magnetics programs only calculate fields due to induced magnetizations. The effects of permanent magnetizations are not included, nor are those due to demagnetization effects or to effects resulting from interactions between magnetic bodies (see e.g., Sampaio, 1982).
4.
Always input topographic profile points sequentially in the +x direction (from left to right on the CRT screen). If the entire profile range is not covered, the program assumes topography to extend to the left and right at the same level as the nearest topo-point. Up to 20 topo-points may be input, or only 16 if* the field due to the topography is to be calculated. To activate the topo-calculation procedure, answer "0" (that is, "no bodies") to the query "HOW MANY BODIES?". The topo-body whose attraction is calculated has a horizontal base at the level of the lowest topo-point, so that the effect of any slabs under this level must be calculated by the user and added separately.
In order to suppress possible end-effects, the program adds horizontal slabs one profile-length long to each end of the profile before doing the calculation. »
5.
In the procedure for changing body corners, the program asks the number of the corner to be changed. At this point you may also add or delete corners. To add corners, be sure to give the next highest corner number for that body.
(The program does not check to make sure you counted properly!) To delete a corner, give the negative of that corner's number. To escape to the next body or next segment of the program, give "0". In these equations S and C are direction cosigns of the i prism face, L and 14 are logarithmic functions, T is an arctangent function, ^ is the magnetization vector in the body and B the resulting magnetic vector at the field point.
In order to set up an iterative scheme moving from face to face of the prism, it is useful to cast the above equation in the alternative form: On working out the details of this and correcting a sign error in R&P, one finds
Where the matrix -S is also used at an earlier stage to calculate certain auxiliary variables (Rasmussen and Petersen's u^, u^+j, w^ and ^i+1 ). In addition
These are the equations which are programmed. 
APPBHDIXI: PROGRAM USTIHGS

2DGRAV 1/3
18 ! PROGRflM 2DGRfly**SEPT, 1982* **DfiME CRMPBELL, USGS-DENVER 29 CLEflR 38 DI3P "2DGRRV FORWflRD CftLC'N" 40 OPTION BftSE 1  50 DEG  68 INTEGER I , J, M, M8, N> N0, Nl<5> ,  V  --'  78 SHORT X8<28,5>,Z8<28,5>,X<10   98  188   118  128  138   140  150  168  170  180  190  288  210   228  230  240  250  260  270  288   290  388  318  328  338  348  358  368  378  388  398  488  418   428   438  448  458  468  478  488   38 490  500  510  520  530  540  550  560  570  580  598  690  610  620   630  640  650  660  670  680  690  790  718  720  730  740  750  760  770  780  790  800  818  828  830  840  850  868  870  880  890  980  918  920  938  940  958  960  978  988  998  1000  1010  1020  1030  1840  1850  1968  1870   INPUT V3  FOR 11=1 TO DRflW X9,V2<V>   2788  2718  2728  2738  2748  2750  2760  2778  2788  2790  2880  2318  2828  2830  2840  2850  2860  2870  2888  2898  2909  2910  2920  2930  2940  2950  2960  2970  2980   2990  3800  3018  3920  3830  3840  3858  3060  3070  3080  3890  3108  3119  3120  3130  3140  3150  3160  3178  3188  3190  3290  3218  3220  3230  3240   3250  3269  3270   PENUP  IF N<=8 THEN RETURN  FOR M=2 TO H8 STEP 2  PLOT X<M-1>,Z<M-1>  PLOT X<M>,Z<M>  PENUP  NEXT H  PENUP  FOR 1=1 TO 2270  2280  2290  2300  2310  2320   2330  2340  2350  2360  2370  2330  2390  2480  2418  2420  2430  2440  2450  2460  2470  2480  2490  2500  2510  2520   2530  2540  2550  2560  2570  2580  2590  2600  2610  2620  2630  2640 I=N  FOR I=N TO N  GOTO 1068   <CY,N>   1180   2660  2670  2680  2690  2780  2710  2720  2730  2740  2750  2760  2770  2780  2790  2388  2818  2820  2830  2840  2850  2860  2870  2880  2890  2900  2910  2920  2930  2940  2950  2960  2970  2980  2990  3888  3810  3828  3830  3848  3850  3860 
